
October User Group Member HSPC

 

COMPETITION RULES

1. Each VectorVest User Group Member is allowed one and only one entry 

2. Entrees may use their Native database, e.g., VV7UK, or the VV7US database.

3. VectorVest will create and enter an empty competition portfolio in your account for 

you to trade with. It is important that you watch the Special Presentation given on 

September 20, 2019.

4. You may cherry pick to your hearts content or create any trading system you wish, 

including automated trading systems.

5. Every portfolio must seek to maintain at least 5 stocks and not more than 10 stocks. 

If the portfolio has less than 5 stocks for more than 1 trading day, the portfolio will be

disqualified.

6. Stocks will begin trading at the open of each appropriate stock exchange on Tuesday 

October 1st. Here is how it will be done:

EOD:

Trades, either to open or close a position, that you place in your 

portfolio before 8AM will be filled at the open prices. Trades placed 

after 8AM will be traded at the next day’s open price and will appear 

in the portfolio at the end of that day.  

INTRADAY (Follows the same rules as EOD)

REALTIME

Trades, either to open or close a position, will be filled using existing 

bid/ask prices during market hours.  No premarket or aftermarket 

trading will be conducted.  

7. Start with 50,000 monetary units defined as:   VV7US: $1.00; VV7CA:  $1.00; 

VV7AU: $1.00; VV7HK: HK$1.00; VV7SG: $1.00; VV7EU: 1.00 Euro; VV7UK: 

1.00 Pound Sterling, i.e. 100 Pence.

8. Commission type will be set to 4.95 monetary units. 

9. No Margin will be used.



10.All stock or ETF selections must be >= 1 monetary units per share.

11.Trading systems can be changed at any time during the competition.

12.Derby subscribers may fill positions from the Derby or from a Search.

13.Market Timing. Any VectorVest system from None to the Derby's DTI system may 

be used.

14.You must register to enter the competition by Thursday, September 26, 2019.

15.All VectorVest decisions are final.

16.All submissions become the property of VectorVest, Inc


